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What is KYOOHOO

Kyoto, as the heart of Japanese culture and history, has prospered for over 1200 years
and is famous as the center of Japanese traditional arts and crafts. It is a city that
represents items not only by its local craftsmen and artisans, but by those from across
the country. These craftsmen maintain the centuries old skills of their art and continue
to produce wares in the traditional manner. Just as we have done for generations in
Japan, through our new organization, KYOOHOO, our present goal is to provide a
broader range of customers with access to the elegant and sophisticated products of
these craftsmen. KYOOHOO (Kyo-fu), an association formed by many of these
traditional artisans, hopes you will enjoy the selection of fine goods that we have to
offer.
This association, KYOOHOO (Kyo-fu), is comprised of more than ten companies,
which represent various traditional goods and products of Kyoto, Japan. Our products,
including bamboo crafts, Buddha crafts, ceramics, fashion accessories, furniture,
kimonos, paper crafts, textiles, and tatami-mats, as well as many other items, are
highly respected in Japan for their level of beauty and quality. we now hope to
introduce these items to the United States. we believe that the products we have to
offer are functional and useful not only in Japan, but also in the United States and
other countries as well.
Kyoto has long been established as a leading producer of high quality products in the
traditional crafts world. Now we would like you to see and experience the beauty of
our culture and the refined quality of its products firsthand.
Sincerely,
Toshiharu Hayashi
Kyoohoo (Kyo-fu) Senior Director
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Darunya Tote Bag
Made in Japan
K02-1545 A/B/C
Darunya Tote Bag L
8 5/8"w x 4 3/4" d x 11 5/8„h
100% Cotton
*Color A:White
B:Pink
C:Gray

K02-1544 A/B/C
Darunya Tote Bag M
6 7/8"w x 3 1/4 d x 9„h
100% Cotton
*Color A:White
B:Pink
C:Gray

K02-1543 A/B/C
Darunya Tote Bag S
5 1/4"w x 3 3/4" d x
100% Cotton
*Color A:White
B:Pink
C:Gray

K02-1542

K02-1541

Darunya Paper Weight

Darunya Tenugui

2 3/4"w x 2 3/4 d x 2"h
Cotton /Plastics

13 3/8" w x 35 1/2" h
100% Cotton

K00-1

6 1/4"h

K03-5020 A/B/C/D/E
Pocket Mirror "Darunya"
2 3/4"w x 2 3/4"l
Plastic／Urethane Paint
*A:Cherry Blossom B:Dumpling C:Fan D:Ball E:Friends

K09-3605
Bookmark「DARUNYA」
(3 pieces per set)
3 1/2"w x 4 3/4"h
Paper

K16－0109－4 Seal
Daruma cat (Darunya)
5"w × 7.5"h
Paper

K00-2

